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The purpose of this book is to provide you with information, tips, and tricks about using and transitioning to Windows Vista.
Although there are many other books published that discuss Windows Vista, most cover basic tasks (such as printing and opening documents) and are tailored toward those less experienced in computers. If you have experience with computers and Microsoft Windows, you'll find that this book offers better value. Basic tasks and information that you will probably figure out on your own are skipped in this book, and items that you typically wouldn't discover using your computing common sense and previous Windows experience are emphasized.

This book will help you analyze your PC and computer peripherals for their Vista readiness, and discuss upgrading components to achieve better performance. Also covered is how to back up or transfer your files and settings for when upgrading a PC or when purchasing a new system. You'll also learn about the different editions of Windows Vista to find which will provide the best fit for your personal, family, or business needs.

After the preparations, you'll be stepped through the Windows installation, and then introduced to the redesigned and enhanced Vista interface and functionality. You'll also learn about the new Windows applications and features. Furthermore, you'll see how to change Vista back to the classic look and feel, find relocated items, and discover many tips and tricks, using simple step-by-step procedures and bullets.

Overall, this book will improve your entire Windows Vista experience!
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Search Engine Optimization: Your Visual Blueprint for Effective Internet MarketingVisual, 2008
Welcome to the only guidebook series that takes a visual approach to professional-level computer topics. Open the book and you'll discover step-by-step screen shots that demonstrate over 140 key search engine optimization techniques, including:
    

	Analyzing your competition      
	
        Researching and...
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The First Computers--History and Architectures (History of Computing)MIT Press, 2000
"A cohesive, well-defined discussion of the architecture of early computers."
  — Mary Croarken, Business History

"A well-balanced and fascinating perspective on a wide range of early computing devices."
  — Nathan Ensmenger, IEEE Spectrum...
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Innovation in the High-Tech Economy (Contributions to Economics)Springer, 2014

	This book constitutes the proceedings of the First International Conference on Management Science and Engineering: Innovation and High-tech Services, ICMSE 2013, held in Macau, in June 2013. The papers are contributed by innovative researchers, engineers and practitioners in the field of management science, information system, finance,...
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Head First Web Design (A Brain Friendly Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
Want to know how to make your pages look beautiful, communicate your message effectively, guide visitors through your website with ease, and get everything approved by the accessibility and usability police at the same time? Head First Web Design is your ticket to mastering all of these complex topics, and understanding what's really going...
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The Pyramid Builders of Ancient Egypt: A Modern Investigation of Pharaoh's WorkforceRoutledge, 1997

	In this engrossing detective story, Rosalie David uncovers a fascinating picture of Kahun, a pyramid workmens' town excavated in 1887. In David's hands, the Egyptian builders of the pyramids are revealed as simple people, leading ordinary lives while they are engaged in building the great tomb for a Pharaoh. They worry about their...
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Microsoft(R) .NET XML Web Services (Sams White Book)Sams Publishing, 2001
This book will therefore serve as both an introductory title and an in-depth reference that will grow with the reader as they begin to create their own Web Services.  They will come to understand what Web Services are, where they fit into the 'big picture' and will have many coding examples to choose from within the first five chapters.  As they...
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